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ABSTRACT

Gender, sexuality and embodiment in digital spheres have been increasingly studied from various critical perspectives: From research highlighting the articulation of intimacies, desires, and sexualities in and through digital spaces to theoretical explorations of materiality in the digital realm. With such a high level of (inter)disciplinarity, theories, methods, and analyses of gender, sexuality, and embodiment in relation to digital spheres have become highly diversified. Aiming to reflect this diversity, this special issue brings together innovative and newly developed theoretical, empirical, analytical, and critical approaches in the study of gender, sexuality, and embodiment in digital spheres. By connecting intersectionality and digitality to one another, it adopts an integrated approach that reflects the intricacy and interconnectedness of social categories and markers of difference, privilege, performance, and discrimination. The contributions explore a range of differently situated digital cultural practices, including intimate and sexual experiences with/in digital media, online self-presentation, expressions of digital resistance, and forms of backlash and online attacks. What connects all these articles, is their critical approach to intersectional inequalities and privileges in relation to digitality, plus their nuanced perspective on gender, sexuality, and embodiment interferentially. The final article is based on a roundtable discussion and aims to encourage interdisciplinary connections and suggests ways of doing research that builds bridges between academia and activism.
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1 ENTANGLEMENTS WITH DIGITALITY

Bodies, expressions of affect and emotions, and intimate experiences are increasingly entangled with digital media, technologies, and various technoscientific objects. The digital realm has long been celebrated for offering endless possibilities to connect with others via social media, allowing subjects to experiment with various forms of digital self-representation and self-transformation and transgress the body’s offline materiality. The ever-expanding digital realm has decreased the distance between digital creators and their audiences while also providing more and more people with the opportunity to become digital creators themselves (e.g., Jenkins, 2006; Pew Research Center, 2006; Boyd, 2014; Bruns, 2018).

The potential harbored by digital worlds to transcend differences and inequalities connected to embodiment and create online identities that are no longer constrained by real-life material surroundings (e.g., Turkle, 1996; Plant, 2020) thus seems enormous. Such radically optimistic debates regarding the liberating power of digital spaces – often underpinned by transhumanist viewpoints celebrating digital progress and various forms of human technological enhancement (see, e.g., Bostrom, 2005; More & Vita-More, 2013) – tend to be packed with conceptualizations of digital spaces as environments entirely separated from offline embodied lived experiences, conditions, and realities (e.g., Springer, 1991; Heim, 1994). Unlike early formulations of ‘virtuality’ and ‘digitality’, the body and its material conditions do not become irrelevant in digital spheres, engendering a need to recognize the materiality of everyday digital practices (van Doorn, 2011). In recent years, however, the materiality of the digital spaces, social media, and technoscientific objects we are almost constantly surrounded by has become increasingly less ‘tangible,’ thereby blurring the boundaries between our digital and offline lifeworlds: our lives are now more than ever before dominated by almost untraceable cloud environments, automated smart environments, algorithmic biases, racism, and predictive policing, sellable Big Data, even more, complex codes, and other types of bits and bytes (see Reichert & Richterich, 2015; Noble, 2018; Amrute, 2019; Nikunen, 2021).

Critical feminist, labor, postcolonial, and environmental viewpoints indicate how power inequalities, unequal labor divisions, and manual, emotional, and affective labor (see Terranova, 2004 for affective labor within the context of digital culture) have been made invisible in the ongoing digitalization of life. These perspectives, among others, zoom in on the intricate intersections between gender, sexuality, race, (often racialized) ethnicity, and class, and pinpoint how certain forms of labor have been further invisibilized through the digitization of everyday life. This has created a striking paradox: the digital has seemingly disconnected itself from the material lifeworld while at the same time also dominating the latter. We are now accustomed to effortlessly downloading digital airplane or concert tickets on our iPhones, automatically having workout data uploaded to self-
disciplining fitness trackers or storing pictures on the cloud without thinking through the complex processes behind these actions. Yet, this unmooring of digital processes still depends on concrete matter and materiality and, frequently, the latter’s extractive exploitation. The digital, the cloud, and social media – none of these phenomena would exist if it were not for the material infrastructures such as data centers, server storage spaces, so-called data barns (see Portmess, & Tower, 2015 for this particular notion), geopolitically embedded power structures that obscure the destructive environmental impact of cloud computing, and vulnerable labor forces (e.g., the vast wage differences between Silicon Valley IT specialists, immigrant debuggers, and manual laborers working in an overseas data center) they depend upon.

Focusing on embodied lived experiences and embodiment, the critical scholarship sketched out above has gone beyond the question of gender and has extended to the realms of queer studies, disability studies, security and terrorism studies, critical race studies, and citizenship studies, among others. To illustrate, authors have explored digital gender(ed) and sexual(ized) performativity, resistance, defiance, and digital representations of embodied diversity and difference (e.g., Abidin, 2016; Mondé, 2018, Rahbari, 2019, Caldeira et al., 2020, and Araúna et al., 2021). Similar studies were conducted on articulating intimacies, desires, and sexualities in and through digital spaces and normative assumptions about (older) age, sexuality, and gender (e.g., Sandberg, 2013; Duguay, 2018, Tiidenberg, 2018; De Graeve, 2019; Korkmazer, De Ridder and Van Bauwel, 2021). A significant part of these inquiries focuses specifically on LGBTQIA+ issues and identities in digital spheres (e.g., Lovelock, 2017; Ridder and Dhaenens, 2019; O’Riordan, 2020). Furthermore, expressions of collective protest and feminist, queer, anti-racist, anti-ageist, anti-fatphobic, anti-ableist digital activism have been explored in a rising number of publications (e.g., Afful and Ricciardelli, 2015; Williams, 2016; Scharff et al., 2016; Sadowski, 2016; Matich et al., 2019; Schmitz et al., 2020). Overall, these studies resulted in nuanced findings highlighting how digital cultures both challenge and reproduce unequal power structures and are thus very much connected to the offline material realms. Overly optimistic beliefs about the self-emancipatory capacities of the digital are put into perspective by scholars that take the ‘(non-)mattering of bodies’ question seriously. This is a question propelling many critical new materialists (see Geerts, 2021 for the notion of critical new materialisms), critical posthumanist, and affect theoretical scholarship (see Puar, 2007; Cooper, 2008; Gregg, & Seighworth, 2010; Chen, 2012; Braidotti, 2013; Ferrando, 2013; and Jackson, 2020), as well as other scholars of digital media. And these preceding and other theorists invested in critical scholarship demonstrate that digital spaces accommodate some bodies more than others. To give but a few examples: women and minority groups are apparently increasingly facing online harassment that targets identity markers such as gender, sexuality, age, race/ethnicity (e.g., Binns, 2012; Jane, 2014; Lewis et al., 2016; De Vuyyst, 2020), algorithms and data used for machine learning contain different forms of sexist,
racist, ageist bias (Noble, 2018; Criado-Perez, 2021), and AI and voice-assistants have been shown to promote gender stereotypes (Chin and Robison, 2020).

With such a high level of (inter)disciplinarity, theories, methods, and analyses of gender, sexuality, and embodiment in relation to digital spheres have become highly diversified. Aiming to reflect this diversity, this special issue has two goals: First, we aim to bring together innovative and newly developed theoretical, empirical, analytical, and critical approaches in the study of gender, sexuality, and embodiment in digital spheres. Second, by connecting intersectionality and digitality to one another, we aim to adopt an integrated approach that reflects the intricacy and interconnectedness of social categories and markers of difference, privilege, performance, and discrimination. Therefore, this issue’s contributions explore a range of differently situated digital cultural practices, including intimate and sexual experiences with(in) digital media, online self-presentation, expressions of digital resistance, and forms of backlash and online attacks. What connects all these articles is their critical approach to intersectional inequalities and privileges in relation to digitality, plus their nuanced perspective on gender, sexuality, and embodiment interrelationally (see Geerts & van der Tuin, 2013). Differently put, this special issue's articles engage dynamically with other social markers, such as sexuality, ethnicity/race, class, and able-bodiedness, to name but a few.

A central theme is how emotions and affect, labor, and embodiment are intertwined in multiple ways in digital environments. Boundaries between labor and leisure have become increasingly blurred in the digital. Following this line of investigation, Locatelli’s ‘Rewiring the Concept of ‘Sex Robots’: Gender, Desire, and Embodiment in Posthuman Sextech’ applies a posthumanist perspective to disrupt the monolithic categorization of sex robots. Based on a content analysis of promotional material of several sex tech companies, Locatelli shows how the design of digital technologies is not neutral but in fact, created for an ideal user, who is typically considered male and heterosexual. Locatelli’s analysis indicates that sex tech is designed to satisfy the sexual needs of this type of user and has to fulfill a wide variety of emotional needs, including providing aid with domestic tasks while engaging in caregiving and emotional attentiveness. In the market of sex tech, feminine-looking robots are thus expected to take care of emotional and domestic labor, underlining how much digital and material lifeworlds overlap.

The next two articles in this special issue further explore how platforms create opportunities and structures for intimate expressions and connecting with others, while at the same time benefiting from the interactions taking place on their platforms. With social life increasingly taking place in the environments created by digital networks, intimate data find their way into commercial circuits and turn into exchangeable, profitable assets. Furthermore, while companies typically promote values of openness and inclusivity, misogyny and other harmful discourses and practices are often widespread on their digital platforms. Since any form of engagement or interaction on said digital platforms creates revenue, even violent attacks and abuse are monetized and thus form an important part of their business
model. The intricate ways these platforms are shaped and what design decisions propel these shaping processes often remain hidden. Szita's and Contente and Gomes da Costa's articles both aim to open this black box by offering insight into how discrimination is inscribed into various platforms’ infrastructures and how this sustains inequalities related to gender, sexuality, and race/ethnicity.

Szita's article – ‘Virtual Safe Space: An Approach of Intersectionality and Social Identity to Online Behavior in Virtual Environments’ – sheds light on social virtual reality. The presented analysis shows how platforms develop options to customize avatars in online virtual social spheres that are limited and linked to rigid ideas about body shapes, gender, and age. Like Locatelli’s article, this paper shows that even though more diverse digital expression options of bodies would be technologically possible, material inequalities tend to be replicated in online social spaces, while racist and sexist offline harassment continues in online spaces towards avatars with certain identity characteristics.

In digital spaces, where metrics, followers, reviews, and higher traffic define visibility, people increasingly tend to perceive themselves as and perform as if they were digital entrepreneurs. Contente and Gomes da Costa’s ‘Towards Entrepreneurial Ethics of Desire: LGBTQ Location-based Dating Apps and the New Configurations of Affective and Sexual Relationships among Gay Men in Brazil’ shows how platforms contribute to the market of male homoerotic desire and have a direct influence on how gay men in Brazil present themselves. Describing how users construct a portfolio of representations makes them look attractive in line with normative Brazilian prescriptions of beauty, such as being muscular, fit, and white. Gay male desirability involves excessive labor to meet hegemonic standards of attractiveness. The article concludes with a reflection on the possibility of queer ethics of desire with more subversive potential based on an analysis of several individual strategies for resistance by users of the app.

The final article of this special issue draws on a roundtable discussion among Evelien Geerls, Ladan Rahbari, Sara De Vuyst, Shiva Zarabadi, and Giulia Evolvi. This paper brings together different perspectives on embodiment, gender, and sexuality. These critical theoretical scholars discuss how to move forward with future studies on digitality, gender, sexuality, embodiment, and their intersections while investigating these topics from different perspectives, taken from disciplines, such as philosophy, sociology, and feminist media studies. This roundtable discussion aims to encourage interdisciplinary connections and suggest ways of doing research that builds bridges between academia and activism.
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